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【Purpose and Background of the Research】
The purpose of this study is to establish
cutting edge technology that will permit gene
therapy to be used successfully as the next
generation
nanomedicine.
This
novel
technology allows for the control of, not only the
biodistribution of nucleic acids but also
intracellular
trafficking
as
well
as
intra-organelle
disposition
(gene
expression/gene correction), which means that
these techniques achieve the level of
nano-machine from a gene carrier.
In this study, we plan to construct a
TF-MEND(Triple Fusion-Multifunctional Enve
lope-type Nano Device) and functional nucleic
acids as a core technology of nano-machine (as
an intermediate goal), and then optimize these
systems for nuclear targeting as well as
mitochondrial targeting. In addition, a second
goal is to extend their function to achieve the
level of nano-machine, in the latter period. The
ultimate goal of this project is to develop a
system in which the TF-MEND selectively and
efficiently delivers functional nucleic acids to
nucleus/mitochondria and to perform gene
expression/gene correction in each organelle.

【Research Methods】

and evaluate their functions. Our intermediate
goal is to have a core technology of
nano-machines by encapsulating functional
nucleic acids into the TF-MEND. We then plan
to optimize our system with respect to the
nucleus and mitochondria to achieve our final
goal.
【Expected Research Achievements and
Scientific Significance】
The TF-MENHD is a new system created in
our laboratory.
It has the capability to
overcome the rate-limiting steps associated with
our preliminary systems such as the original
MEND, the T-MEND and the MITO-Porter and
is the top technology in the world by which not
only biodistribution but also intracellular
trafficking are controlled. In addition, functional
nucleic acids encapsulated into the TF-MEND
are endowed with abilities to perform gene
expression/gene correction in the nucleus or
mitochondria, which has never been achieved to
date. Therefore, the new system proposed in this
study could serve as both a “gene carrier” and
a nanomachine, which has the potential to serve
as a core technology for gene therapy originating
from Japan.
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【Term of Project】

FY2010-2014

【Budget Allocation】 166,700 Thousand Yen
This study is involves the following aspects:1)
construction of the TF-MEND, 2) design/
evaluation of functional nucleic acids, 3)
Nanomachine for controlled intranuclear
disposition, 4) the development of a
nanomachine for mitochondrial gene therapy. In
the first year, we plan to develop a new
packaging method for the TF-MEND, optimize
nuclear and mitochondrial delivery. In 2011, we
plan to design a series of functional nucleic acids
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